
 

 

 

Worldwide Disclosure Facility (WDF) 

HMRC is getting detailed intelligence about overseas financial structures held by British citizens from 

well over 130 countries. If you have undeclared income or gains, linked to offshore bank accounts, 

properties, investments,  companies or trusts, you need to consider if your tax affairs are in order 

ASAP.  The number of prosecutions by HMRC is also increasing for failing to register. HMRC’s 

aggressive new penalties are in force: but can be significantly reduced.  

What is the Worldwide Disclosure Facility? 

✓ The Worldwide Disclosure Facility is an opportunity to reveal previously undeclared income and 

gains to the taxman, without any in-depth tax investigation. 

✓ It's available to all UK residents with undeclared tax situations at least partly connected to an 

“offshore issue". 

✓ The Initial WDF Registration is made online: using HMRC’s Digital Disclosure Service (DDS). 

✓ After Initial Registration, you have 90 days to file your full and detailed disclosure: although we 

may be able to get a further 90-day extension in complex cases. 

What if You don’t Register for the WDF? 

HMRC is already getting information from over 130 countries that have signed up to Common Reporting 

Standards arrangements and has a programme to investigate every case. Failing to register for the WDF 

could lead to prosecution, or the harshest levels of ‘Failure To Correct’ penalties and naming and shaming. 

How can MSR Tax Experts help you?  

MSR Tax experts have a huge amount of experience of over 15 years about all the various Offshore Tax 

matters.  We have successfully applied Offshore Disclosure cases accepted by HMRC without any 

challenge.  We have been supporting our clients and HMRC's Fraud Investigation Service unit recognizes 

as one of the East London’s leading specialists in using the Offshore Tax matters. We can help taxpayers 

with offshore assets and undeclared tax liabilities and solve their historic tax problems efficiently and with 

minimum stress. We can act on your behalf to get ‘Time to pay arrangements’ with HMRC in certain 

circumstances. 

Call Ruban or Rabbi today on  020 8514 2678  

for a no obligation, confidential consultation. 

MSR House, 329 Ley Street, Ilford, Essex IG1 4AA 

T: 020 8514 2678 | F: 020 8514 6963 | M: 07809 399 546 

E-mail: office@msrgroup.biz  W: msrgroup.org.uk 
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